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Landscape is a cultural entity,

where human activity is depicted;

a palimpsest of memories



Landscape is not just a complex of land, plants and waters;

It is the projection of people’s soul onto the physical matter. 
Odysseas Elytis, Greek Poet, 1979 Nobel prize winner of literature 



Landscapes tell stories 

and recall memories

Tourists (red)

Vs locals (blue) 

taking photos in NY 

(yellow might be either) 

https://brilliantmaps.com/tourists-vs-locals/

https://brilliantmaps.com/tourists-vs-locals/


Public Designed Landscapes are part of the collective memory;
People share the same space for recreation, take photos from the same spots,
thus creating similar mental maps, telling similar stories and ‘carrying on’ 
similar memories of a collective landscape. 



The  New Water Front in Thessaloniki was completed in 2012.

It has become a collective memory landmark and changed the identity and 

character of the city for ever. 



Historic Gardens and Parks, 
are also designed landscapes, adding to the 

collective memory and identity of the landscape architecture 
of every country. 

Their acknowledgement, protection, conservation and
orthological management is essential for the continuity 

of designed landscapes acting as collective memory safekeepers.  

Lighting Plan of Municipal park of Naousa, V. Palaskas, 1959. 

Courtery of Municipality of Naousa

Scan: Cartographic Heritage Archives



Working Group

Historic Parks, Gardens and Landscapes
Realizing the gap in literature, academia, official and public perception on historic

gardens, parks and landscapes, and thus any effort of incorporation into the Greek

landscape collective memory,

PHALA decided on September 2018 to create of a relevant working group and will

present its findings into a written edition within the coming year of 2020.



15 case studies 

National Garden Mediterranean Garden Society HQ in

Sparoza The Gardens of Villa Allatini Park of Delasal –

Abbott Park of Kioski Naousa Park of Rodini Rhodes The

Gardens of the Mansion in Kampos Chios Garden of Villa

Ariadni Tritsi Park Garden of the House of Prime Minister

Former Royal Palace of Tatoi Children’s garden of

Phillothei Gardens of Achillion Mansion Gardens of

Anatolia College The Park of Ayia Varvara









26/9/2018

Board of Directors 
PHALA 
Decided the creation 
of a working group on 
Historic Gardens, Parks 
and Landscapes

26/9/2018

15/10/2018

15/10/2018
- Setting the goals of the 
working group
- Call on members of Phala
to join the working group

30/10/2018

30/10/2018

1st Meeting of WG
- A first list of places
- Search into policy
- Search for criteria on 

acknowledgement 
- Sending information 

letters to Municipalities 

03/04/2019

24/11/2018

2nd Meeting of WG
- Finding of search into 

policy + criteria 
- Deciding on creating an 

written edition  of 
results (i.e. book)

- Deciding to research in 
depth 10 gardens

- Join of new members 

24/11/2018

09/04/2019

3rd Meeting of WG
- Discussion on criteria
- Research on funding
- creation of the 

outline/brief of the info 
of each case study 

11/06/2019

11/06/2019

4nd Meeting of WG
- Discussing on the 

progress of the findings
- Suggesting methods for 

results dissemination 
further than the written 
edition i.e. symposium

- Ensuring quality of 
findings 

09/09/2019

5nd Meeting of WG
- Discussing on the 

progress of the findings
- Discussing on the 

format of the written 
edition 

- Contents of edition

09/09/2019

11/06/2019

04/10/2019

6nd Meeting of WG
- Discussing on the 

progress of the findings
- Finalizing criteria on 

evaluation 
- Increasing the number of 

gardens (10 to 15)
- Discussing on the format 

of the written edition 
- ‘Friends of PHALA’ joining 

group 

Progress
Historic Parks, 

Gardens and 
Landscapes  



Historic gardens and parks of Greece are

Landscape architecture monuments, 

cultural heritage carriers,

Collective memory emitters

And thus they ought to be acknowledged. 

Lets be optimistic! 


